Verizon Connect
Integrated Video
A smart dash cam solution

Go beyond the dash cam
HD video, AI and driver data join forces to help you
coach drivers and mitigate risk with Integrated Video.
A dog runs into the street, a driver is distracted, or a car
stops too fast. There are a thousand ways an accident
or a near miss can occur on the road. If your fleet’s
vehicle is involved, you want to know the whole story.
Verizon Connect Integrated Video adds eyes to every
dash of your fleet. It brings together high-quality,
smart video with the power of a fleet management
system to deliver video clips of harsh driving events
within minutes of them happening. Use video to
establish the facts in the event of an accident or to
help coach your drivers on better behaviors.

Coach drivers on
better behaviors
Quickly take
corrective action
Help mitigate
accident risk
and liability
Request on-demand
clips from available
video footage

Receive video clips
within minutes of a
harsh driving event
Know how severe
an incident was with
event classification
Watch video footage
alongside fleet data,
like vehicle speed

Take your business wherever you go
Being away from the office shouldn’t slow you down.
View video clips of harsh driving and other driver data
on our easy-to-use mobile apps.
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Integrated Video is one part
the larger Verizon Connect
fleet management platform.
More than just GPS tracking,
Verizon Connect offers fleet
businesses the potential to
improve efficiency, productivity
and overall customer service.
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Connect platform on a mobile device or
desktop. Or download it for later use.
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Increase visibility

Track vehicle metrics

See vehicles on a live map
and replay driver routes.
Find the nearest vehicle to
dispatch to an emergency
job. Communicate better with
customers on ETAs.

Get reminders and alerts when
vehicles need maintenance.
Know when they’re being moved
in and out of key business locations
with geofencing. Better plan
vehicle downtime.

Manage drivers

Improve decision-making

Track driver behaviors, like
speeding, harsh braking and
idling, and monitor afterhours vehicle use. Coach
drivers on better behaviors.

View dashboards with vehicle
and driver metrics. Get reports
on fuel purchases and number
of stops per day to help you
make better business decisions.

Camera features that matter to you
The Integrated Video solution includes commercial-grade camera
hardware. Our camera is designed to serve business owners and
fleet managers with clear video footage when it’s needed most.

720p HD video

Cloud storage

Enjoy clear, high-quality
footage

View video clips
for 90 days

150˚ view

Commercial-grade

See the driver’s field
of vision

Withstands high heat
and vibrations

Ready to find
out more?

Visit verizonconnect.com/video or
call 866.844.2235 to learn more and
request a free product demo.

Verizon Connect is guiding a connected world on the go by automating, optimizing and
revolutionizing the way people, vehicles and things move through the world. Our full suite of
industry-defining solutions and services put innovation, automation and connected data to
work for customers and help them be safer, more efficient and more productive.
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